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In this paper we proposed a system for AC current monitoring in home appliances, up to 20A. 
System also measures voltage, line frequency, power factor, active power, and total imported active 
energy. The accuracy of the realized system is examined by using a set of different linear and 
nonlinear loads. In order to get better accuracy, less than 1%, calibration is performed. 
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Introduction 
An energy monitoring system in a household 

allows consumers to have significant role in energy 
management activities. This is crucial for the 
development of a smarter, more flexible and more 
eco-friendly energy system. More-over it ensures that 
investment in the grid is implemented as effectively 
and optimally as possible for the benefit of society as 
a whole. It can be implemented by using smart sockets 
or smart meters. Probably, the simplest and most 
straightforward way to monitor and control energy 
usage is by replacing traditional sockets and plugs 
with the smart ones. 

Namely, placing multiple measurement devices in 
the household enables that consumer has nearly 
instant information about current consumption of each 
appliance. Some smart sockets contain relay, so that 
turning load on and off is supported. In this paper we 
proposed a system that can be implemented at electric 
panel. Moreover, our system can be used as smart 
fuses.  

Another option to have significant role in energy 
management activities and also in reducing emission 
of C02 is using smart meter with available HAN port. 
Namely, all new power meters installed in Norwegian 
homes are fitted with an output terminal called a HAN 
port (Home Area Network) [1]. You can connect to 
the HAN port by your-self, but you need to contact 
your utility company in order to open your HAN port. 
Data retrieved from your HAN port belongs to you. 
This means that if a utility company or any other third 
party wants to retrieve data from your HAN port, it 
has to enter into an agreement with you. Also, Nor-
way plans to introduce new tariff structures in 2021, 

which will probably entail higher prices at peak load 
periods. In response to this, you can save money on 
your electricity bill by moving your consumption to 
periods when the load on the grid is lower. We believe 
that our device can give customer more accurate 
information about which load consumes more power 
at specific time and which consuming we should 
move for period when electricity is cheaper. 

System realisation 
A block diagram of our system is shown in Fig. 1. 

As can be seen from the Figure, it contains relay 
circuit, RS485 circuit, current and voltage sensor 
circuit, power measuring circuit (MCP39F521) [2], 
and MCU. We used a well-known microcontroller 
Atmega328P [3] as MCU, which character-istics meet 
all our demands. MCU communicates with power 
measuring circuit by using I2C protocol and passes 
the obtained data through RS485 to central monitoring 
system by using Modbus RTU protocol.  
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of realized system. 

RS485 interface supports multiple devices on the 
same bus. This interface is currently widely used in 
data acquisition and control applications where 
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multiple nodes communicate with each other. 
Consequently, each board needs to have unique 
address (unique on the network level). Be-cause of 
that, remote monitoring computer can send re-quest 
only to specific node in a network. This address can 
be set by using jumpers in our system. The maximum 
number of nodes on the same RS485 network in our 
case is 213 [4]. The number of supported devices on 
the same network depends on IC that is used for 
RS485 interface, bound rate and distance between 
nodes. 

The load is powered via the T9A series relay, 
which has normal open (NO) and normal closed 
terminals (NC) [5]. The relay can be set to normal 
closed state, which is useful in applications where 
electrical appliance has to be always on, but on 
demand it can be turned off. Typical example of this 
usage is refrigerator in hotel rooms which needs to be 
always powered on. When customer exits the room, 
all electrical outlets and devices are disabled, except 
refrigerator which is connected via the relay board. 

As we said before, communication between 
computer and our device is done by using Modbus 
RTU protocol and QModMaster application. We use 
only four functions from Modbus RTU: write single 
coil, write multiple coil, read input registers and read 
holding registers. 

The state of relay can be controlled by using write 
single coil or write multiple coil function, while 
reading measurement results is done by using read 
input registers or read holding registers functions. 
These registers contain value of RMS voltage/current, 
line frequency, power fac-tor, active power and total 
accumulated energy, as shown in Fig. 2 QModMaster 
application runs on central computer which is used for 
reading data from each relay board. For connecting 
PC to RS485 network, a USB-RS485 bridge is used. 
Before connecting relay board on the network, it is 
necessary to set slave address of the board, by setting 
ap-propriate jumper configuration. In Fig. 2, we 
showed obtained data when using read input registers 
function. By using this function and setting number of 
register to 10 we obtain: RMS voltage/current 
(registers 1 and 2), line frequency (register 3), power 
factor (register 4), active power (registers 5 and 6) and 
active energy (registers 7 to 10), respectively. Some 
similar solutions can be found in [6]-[9]. 

Fig. 2.  Modbus application. 

Measurement results 
The accuracy of the realized system is verified by 

using a set of different linear and nonlinear loads. For 
nonlinear loads we chose LED and CFL bulbs. These 
nonlinear loads are chosen as benchmarks because 
they characterize small nominal power. Namely, the 
intention is to show that our system measures current 
in range from 0.1A to 20A with accuracy less than 
1%, having different load conditions. For linear load 
measuring we have used water kettle and different 
types of incandescent light bulbs (ILB). As reference 
measuring instrument, we have used electronic power 
meter produced by EWG electronics [10]. It fulfils the 
IEC 62052-22 standard [11], IEC 62052-23standard 
[12]. The previously mentioned standards, fulfilled by 
power meter, guaranty to us that power meter has 
good accuracy. Table I presents obtained results after 
measurements. As we can see the obtained accuracy 
(for P and IRMS) is around 2%. This accuracy is 
according to MCP39F521 specification. Namely, 
manufacturers of MCP39F521 claim that by choosing 
low-tolerance resistors at input of current and voltage 
channels (e.g. 1% tolerance), measurement accuracy 
in the 2-3% range can be achieved with zero 
calibration. As we said before our goal is to design 
system with accuracy less than 1%. To achieve that, 
we need to do calibration of MCP39F521, which is 
shown in the next section. 
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Table 1 
Measurement results 

Power Meter Our System 

No. TYPE OF LOAD URMS IRMS P (W) URMS IRMS P (W) VRMS 
Error(%) 

IRMS 
Error(%) 

P 
Error(%) 

1 LED10W 229.3 0.056 11.8 228.8 0.051 11.4 9.80 3.51 3.51 
2 CFL20W 229.3 0.138 19.08 229 0.138 19 0.00 0.42 0.42 
3 LED10W+CFL20W 229.26 0.172 30.23 228.7 0.175 30.6 1.71 1.21 1.21 
4 ILB100W 229 0.436 99.72 228.70 0.427 98.10 2.11 1.65 1.65 
5 ILB250W 228.5 1.175 268.2 227.80 1.150 263.40 2.17 1.82 1.82 
6 ILB450W 227.5 2.043 465 227.00 2.000 457.30 2.15 1.68 1.68 
7 ILB650W 226.7 2.912 660 226.20 2.860 649.00 1.82 1.69 1.69 
8 HR (HEATER) 226.3 3.545 802.4 225.7 3.481 787 1.84 1.96 1.96 
9 HR+ILB100W 226.13 3.972 897 225.3 3.905 883 1.72 1.59 1.59 

10 HR +ILB250W 225.6 4.704 1061 224.7 4.622 1041 1.77 1.92 1.92 
11 HR+ILB450W 225.2 5.55 1250 224.2 5.456 1226 1.72 1.96 1.96 
12 HR +ILB650W 224.3 6.404 1437 223.4 6.295 1408 1.73 2.06 2.06 
13 WATER KETTLE (WK) 222.6 8.067 1793 221.4 7.918 1760 1.88 1.88 1.88 
14 WK+LED10W+CFL20W 222.5 8.231 1825 221.4 8.074 1793 1.94 1.78 1.78 
15 HR+WK 220.2 11.385 2499 218.7 11.186 2450 1.78 2.00 2.00 
16 HR+WK+ILB100W 220 11.759 2585 218.3 11.573 2535 1.61 1.97 1.97 
17 HR+WK +ILB250W 219.4 12.461 2734 217.8 12.260 2676 1.64 2.17 2.17 
18 HR+WK +ILB450W 218.6 13.255 2900 217 13.065 2845 1.45 1.93 1.93 
19 HR+WK +ILB650W 218.3 14.077 3074 216.6 13.856 3098 1.59 0.77 0.77 

Calibration procedure 

When performing calibration, one compensates 
ADC gain error, component tolerances and overall 
noise in the system. The device provides an on-chip 
calibration algorithm that allows simple system 
calibration to be performed quickly. The excellent 
analog performance of the A/D converters on the 
MCP39F521 allows for a single point calibration and 
a single calibration command to achieve accurate 
measurements.  

Calibration can be done either by using the 
predefined auto-calibration commands, or by writing 
directly to the calibration registers. In our case we 
decided to directly write gain value into calibration 
register. In order to achieve that, we have to use some 
reference measuring unit. We will include reading 
from this unit into calculation. The new value of gain 
will be sent to relay board by using QmodeMaster 
application. Currently we can change only current and 
active power gain register at relay board. To achieve 
that, in QmodeMaster application we set function 
code to WriteMultipleRegisters (0x10) and set new 
value for current and active power gain. 

Fig. 3. Modbus calibration. 

New gain value is obtained by using equation: 

*NEW OLD
ExpectedGain Gain
Measured

= .  (1) 

Value that is calculated by this equation needs to 
be between 25000 and 65535. 

For example, if our referent measuring device is
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Table 2 
Measurements results after calibration 
Power Meter Our System 

NO. TYPE OF LOAD URMS IRMS P (W) URMS IRMS P (W) 
VRMS 
Error 
(%) 

IRMS 
Error 
(%) 

P 
Error 
(%) 

1 LED10W 228.16 0.056 11.95 228 0.053 12 0.07 5.66 0.42 
2 CFL20W 228 0.136 19 227.5 0.135 19.1 0.22 0.74 0.52 
3 LED10W+CFL20W 228 0.184 31.6 227.8 0.184 31.9 0.09 0.00 0.94 
4 ILB100W 227.8 0.442 100.7 227.50 0.441 101.70 0.13 0.23 0.98 
5 ILB250W 227.19 1.176 267.6 226.80 1.176 270.20 0.17 0.00 0.96 
6 ILB450W 226.26 2.049 463.8 225.60 2.048 468.20 0.29 0.05 0.94 
7 ILB650W 225.57 2.911 656.66 225.00 2.911 663.00 0.25 0.00 0.96 
8 HR (HEATER) 224.86 3.57 797.4 224.3 3.600 804 0.25 0.83 0.82 
9 HR+ILB100W 224.7 3.964 889 224.1 3.967 897 0.27 0.08 0.89 

10 HR +ILB250W 224.01 4.667 1050 223.5 4.683 1060 0.23 0.34 0.94 
11 HR+ILB450W 223.6 5.54 1250 222.8 5.529 1262 0.36 0.20 0.95 
12 HR +ILB650W 222.6 6.364 1415 221.8 6.363 1428 0.36 0.02 0.91 
13 WATER KETTLE (WK) 221.2 8.043 1772 220.3 8.000 1783 0.41 0.54 0.62 
14 WK+LED10W+CFL20W 221.19 8.16 1805 220.1 8.165 1823 0.50 0.06 0.99 
15 HR+WK 218.7 11.279 2466 217.5 11.300 2468 0.55 0.19 0.08 
16 HR+WK+ILB100W 218.3 11.764 2552 217 11.723 2576 0.60 0.35 0.93 
17 HR+WK +ILB250W 218 12.369 2695 216.6 12.384 2709 0.65 0.12 0.52 
18 HR+WK +ILB450W 217.2 13.163 2860 215.8 13.194 2881 0.65 0.23 0.73 
19 HR+WK +ILB650W 216.7 13.96 3023 215.4 13.990 3045 0.60 0.21 0.72 

 showing current of 2043 mA (expected value) and 
relay board is showing 2006 mA (measured value, 
showed as 2006 in the corresponding field), we need 
to adjust current gain register.  

Fig. 4. Measurements parameters after calibration. 

In Fig. 3. we see that current gain is 33679 (factory 
calibrated value). Including all this into above 
equation we get that new gain is 34300. The results 
presented in the Table II demonstrated that we 
successfully implemented calibration procedure and 
we obtained system which can measure active power 
in wide range with accuracy less than 1%. 

Conclusion 
This paper presented a current and power 

monitoring system with accuracy less than 2%. 
Measuring of voltage, current, line frequency and 
active power for household appliances gives us 
sufficient information on which we can perform some 
action. In order to obtain accuracy less than 1%, we 
additionally performed calibration of the system. 
Measuring of the system performance after calibration 
confirmed that calibration process was properly done. 

Monitoring capabilities of the system can be 
further improved by capturing values of reactive and 
apparent power.  Also, by adding WiFi and/or 
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Bluetooth capability we can reach places where 
physically adding cables for RS485 interface is not an 
option. These are goals to be achieved in the next 
period. 
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